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To examine the influence of the barrier quality in fully epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe(001) magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), we propose to use
Fe-V alloys as magnetic electrodes. This leads to a reduced misfit with MgO. We actually observe, by high-resolution electron microscopy
(HREM) and local strain measurements, that the misfit dislocations density in the MgO barrier is lower when it is grown on Fe-V(001).
This improvement of the crystalline quality of the MgO barrier actually leads to a significant increase of the tunnel magneto-resistance
(TMR), despite the loss of spin polarization (SP) in these alloys, which was measured by spin-polarized X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(SR-XPS).

Index Terms—Dislocation, epitaxial magnetic tunnel junction, Fe-V alloy, MgO, spin polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE symmetry-dependent filtering of electronic Bloch
waves by an epitaxial tunnel barrier [1] was first evi-

denced in MgO-based magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) [2],
[3]. When a thin MgO(001) layer is coupled with magnetic
BCC electrodes, this effect leads to the so-called giant tunnel
magneto-resistance (giant TMR). In the asymptotic regime,
corresponding to a thick MgO barrier (typically 2.5 nm), one
can roughly consider that the only tunneling electrons propa-
gate perpendicularly to interfaces along the [001] direction of
the crystal (electrons with ). This corresponds to the
direction of the reciprocal lattice. Then, the large TMR arises
from: 1) the half-metallicity of BCC Fe with respect to the
symmetry Bloch states; and 2) the small decay rate of states
within the MgO barrier compared to other existing electronic
symmetries ( , , and ) [1].

Improving the characteristics of MTJs (larger TMR, lower re-
sistance, and lower noise) remains a major challenge for techno-
logical developments. Concerning the TMR, this improvement
was gradually obtained by using materials that have an increas-
ingly high spin polarization (SP) of the bands at the Fermi
level: initially Fe [2], then FeCo and BCC Co [4]. In contrast,
the present work proposes an alternative way by focusing on the
filtering efficiency of the MgO barrier. The optimization of this
filtering efficiency may lead to both larger TMR and potentially
lower noise.

Up to now, the reported TMR values remain one order of
magnitude below the theoretical predictions. Many reasons may
explain this discrepancy between theory and experiments. As
the calculations were performed assuming perfect crystalline ar-
rangement in both Fe and MgO and at the interfaces, looking
closely to the possible defects in the whole grown structure is
obvious. Several kinds of defects were clearly identified, like
crystalline defects in the Fe layers and in the MgO barrier,and
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possible C and O pollution at the Fe/MgO interfaces. The crys-
talline defects in the Fe layers, and especially on the top Fe
layer grown on the MgO barrier, are eliminated by annealing
the stacking after the growth [5]. This step clearly increases the
TMR from around 100% for as-grown samples to 180% after
annealing. The second point is the chemical quality of the inter-
face. We proposed a technique to eliminate the C contamination
at the interface [6], [7]. Certainly, the most discussed source of
interfacial pollution is the presence of oxygen at the interface
due to the MgO growth itself [8]. Indeed, several groups have
shown by calculations that the presence of oxygen at the inter-
face leads to detrimental effects on the TMR [9], [10]. We re-
cently studied this effect by doping the Fe/MgO interface with
a controlled amount of oxygen from 0.1 to 2 ML [11], [12].
Surprisingly, we found that the TMR was reduced by only 20%
with one oxygen monolayer doping compared to an undoped
stacking. For this reason, we now focus on the crystalline quality
of the MgO barrier. For instance, defects like O vacancies [13],
[14] were taken into account in calculation, leading to detri-
mental effect on the TMR [15]. However, it is also well known
that epitaxial barriers contain defects due to the lattice mismatch
with Fe (3.9%). In particular, interfacial misfit dislocations ap-
pear during the plastic relaxation of MgO on Fe(001) after de-
position above five to six atomic planes [16]–[18]. However,
2.5-nm-thick MgO barriers are needed to achieve high TMR ra-
tios [2] and consequently contain dislocations. To our knowl-
edge, the influence of these dislocations on tunneling has not
been addressed yet.

A way to decrease the dislocation density is to reduce the
strain and, therefore, the misfit between the MgO barrier and
the supporting magnetic electrode. To obtain a large TMR, one
has to choose an appropriate electrode combining several char-
acteristics. First, its lattice parameter must be close to the one
of MgO. Second, a BCC structure is needed in order to keep
the sensitivity of tunneling to states with symmetry. Third,
the SP of the material has to be large, in particular the SP of
bands. Alloying with Fe is a way to keep a BCC structure and
an electronic structure close to the Fe one. Moreover, one can,
in principle, adjust the stoichiometry of the alloy so as to engi-
neer the crystalline/electronic structure [19], [20]. We thus used
BCC Fe-V electrodes, which are known to have a larger lattice
parameter compared to Fe.
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The structural characterization of Fe-V films, MgO barriers,
and the whole MTJ stacking are reported in Section III-A. Mea-
surements of the Fe-V alloys SP when covered with MgO are
presented in Section III-B. The influence of Fe-V when used as
an electrode in MTJs will be discussed in Section III-C.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The growth of single-crystal multilayers on MgO(001) was
performed by molecular beam epitaxy operating with a base
pressure of Pa. MgO(001) substrates were outgassed
at 875 K, and an additional 7-nm-thick MgO layer was grown
at 725 K in order to improve the quality of the substrate surface
and to avoid the diffusion of residual carbon during subsequent
annealing [6]. Fe-V alloys were grown by co-evaporation of Fe
and V. Fe was evaporated in a Knudsen cell heated at 1523 K.
V was evaporated by electron beam heating at different evapo-
ration rates, depending on the desired concentration. Evapora-
tion rates were calibrated by using quartz microbalances. The
composition of the alloys was checked a posteriori by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), using a standard
source. The films were then annealed 20 min around 825 K in
order to improve their homogeneity and to obtain very flat sur-
faces. The stacking used for magneto-transport and high-reso-
lution electron microscope (HREM) measurements was Fe-V
(50 nm)/MgO (2.5 nm)/Fe-V (18 nm)/Co (20 nm)/Au (10 nm).
The detailed preparation of fully epitaxial MTJs is described in
[11]. The preparation of specimens for TEM studies is described
in [21]. In addition to standard cross-section imaging, a mapping
of local strain was performed so as to visualize the dislocations,
using the phase method proposed in [22].

Spin-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (SR-XPS)
was carried out on 50-nm-thick Fe-V films covered with 2 ML
of MgO. MgO was deposited by evaporating a stoichiometric
source by electron beam heating. The thickness of the MgO
over-layer was precisely controlled by monitoring RHEED
intensity oscillations during the growth. Samples were grown
in the Institut Jean Lamour of Nancy, France, and were stocked
under atmosphere before SR-XPS measurements at SOLEIL
Synchrotron. After reintroduction under ultra-high vacuum,
they were annealed 2 h at 423 K in order to desorb eventual
contaminants. The photoemission spectra were recorded at
room temperature. The sample was magnetized applying a
field around 100 Oe applied in the [100] in-plane easy axis
(as checked by VSM) and were measured at remanence. The
remanent magnetization was 100%, 98%, and 97% of the
saturation magnetization for Fe, , and ,
respectively. In order to compensate eventual detector asymme-
tries, the spectra were measured for both opposite directions of
magnetization. Linearly -polarized light with photon energy
of eV was used. At this energy, the ratio of the oxygen

and iron photoionization cross sections is quite low, as
well as the attenuation rate of emitted photoelectrons. This
allows efficiently probing the Fe density of states (DOS) in the
band-gap of MgO. The incoming beam had an incident angle of
45 . The plane of incidence was defined by the [100] in-plane
and the [001] surface normal crystallographic directions of the
films. Photoelectrons emitted with their wave vector along
the surface normal were detected by a hemispherical analyzer

Fig. 1. RHEED patterns of Fe(001) and �� � ����� surfaces, previously
annealed at 825 K. The electron beam is aligned with the [100] crystallographic
direction of the surface lattice.

Fig. 2. In-plane (empty circles) and out-of-plane (filled circles) lattice param-
eters of 50-nm-thick Fe-V films grown on MgO(001), measured by XRD. Stars
are the lattice parameters of bulk Fe and V and the one of MgO divided by

�
�.

coupled to a Mott detector, with an angular acceptance of
. In this geometry, dipole selection rules ensure that the

direct transitions between bands are mainly probed [23]. The
total resolution in energy was set to 170 meV. The resolution
in deduced from the photon energy and angular acceptance
was .

III. RESULTS

A. Structural Characterizations

Electron and X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of Fe-V films
capped with 1 nm of MgO show that these alloys are still BCC at

, with the atomic concentration of vanadium. No sur-
face reconstruction is observed by RHEED (Fig. 1). Fig. 2 shows
XRD measurements of the crystalline parameters (in-plane and
out-of-plane). Their dependence with is almost linear and can
therefore be described by a Vegard’s law. Moreover, 50-nm-
thick films remain slightly tetragonalized. Because of the strain
in tension due to the MgO(001) substrate, the average in-plane
lattice parameter is slightly larger than the out-of-plane one.

The plastic relaxation of MgO grown on Fe-V was studied
by measuring the variation of the in-plane lattice spacing by
RHEED during the MgO deposition. Experiments were per-
formed in anti-Bragg geometry with the electron beam aligned
with the [110] crystallographic direction of the MgO surface lat-
tice. Profiles perpendicular to the diffraction rods were recorded
and fitted with lorentzian line shapes. This procedure allows ex-
tracting the variations of the diffracted intensity and the distance
between the rods, the latter being inversely proportional to the
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Fig. 3. RHEED intensity oscillations and evolution of the in-plane lattice
spacing in the [110]MgO direction, measured during the growth of MgO(001)
on (left) Fe and (right) �� � . The critical thickness for plastic relaxation
is indicated by dashed lines.

in-plane lattice spacing of the topmost atomic plane [18], [24].
Results for MgO grown on Fe(001) and are re-
ported in Fig. 3. In both cases, the diffracted intensity is found
to oscillate. This is indicative of a layer-by-layer growth, each
maximum corresponding to the completion of an MgO atomic
plane. The lattice spacing of the growing topmost MgO layer is
constant during the initial stages of deposition, then increases
continuously. These two regimes are characteristic of a pseudo-
morphic growth followed by a sudden relaxation of the accu-
mulated elastic energy by the creation of dislocations and/or a
change of the growth mode from 2D to 3D. The critical thick-
ness for plastic relaxation is between 5 and 6 ML on Fe(001)
and reaches 8–9 ML on .

This increase of the critical thickness for plastic relaxation
is confirmed by HRTEM. Fig. 4(a) shows a low-magnification
HR-TEM image of an epitaxial
MTJ. Sharp interfaces and a continuous MgO barrier can be
seen. Fig. 4(b) shows a map of strain around the barrier. At the

and MgO/Fe interfaces, strain is localized in
the vicinity of dislocations, which appear as hot spots. Obvi-
ously, the dislocation density is lower at the
interface compared to the MgO/Fe top interface. This confirms
that the misfit with MgO is actually reduced, leading to an
improvement of the crystalline quality of the barrier and the
interfaces.

B. Magnetism of Fe-V Alloys Covered With MgO

Up to now, the SP of Fe-V, and a fortiori the polarization of
MgO covered Fe-V alloys, has not been measured.

The electronic structure of Fe-rich disordered alloys has been
investigated by means of ab initio calculations. Johnson’s cal-
culations explain the drop of the magnetic moment upon vana-
dium addition [19], which arises from the fact that the minority
DOS remains almost unchanged, whereas the majority one fol-
lows a rigid band behavior. This underlies a peculiar behavior of
the DOS at the Fermi level . The peak related to majority

states lying under gradually moves toward and above
when the amount of V increases. Although the total magnetic
moment decreases, one therefore expects an increase of the po-
larization at for moderate amounts of V (around 30%), the

Fig. 4. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of an epitaxial
������� � �����������	
MTJ in the Fe[110] zone-axis. (b) Map
of strain in atomic planes normal to the interface [(200)-MgO and (110)-Fe].
Misfit dislocations at both sides of the barrier are indicated by arrows. Their
density is higher at the MgO/Fe interface than at the Fe-V/MgO one. The graph
shows a profile of strain across the barrier, integrated in the zone delimited by
the white borders. Values are given in %, taking the Fe(110) layer as reference.

maximum SP being observed when the peak of majority states
is exactly at [20]. However, the situation may be not so direct
because bands are not rigid and distort upon vanadium addition.

SR-XPS experiments are potentially able to settle this
question by directly measuring the spin polarization at , a
crucial point in the interpretation of spin-polarized tunneling
experiments. Moreover, tunneling through epitaxial MgO(001)
tunnel barriers is known to be governed by electronic states
with symmetry, i.e. states with a predominant character [1].
The most relevant information is therefore the SP of states,
which has not been theoretically studied yet. As explained in
Section II, valuable information about the bands can be
obtained by a proper choice of the photoemission experimental
configuration.

In order to illustrate the drop of the magnetic moment in Fe-V
alloys, we show in Fig. 5 its dependence on the concentration of
vanadium, measured with VSM. The measured moment of Fe is
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Fig. 5. Saturation magnetization of Fe-V alloys versus vanadium content, mea-
sured with VSM.

Fig. 6. Spin polarization of Fe-V alloys covered with MgO (2 ML) measured
by SR-XPS ( �� � �� ��, Sherman function � � ���	).

about 1750 emu/cm . This value drops almost linearly upon V
addition. By extrapolation, the moment falls down to zero near
52% of V.

We investigated the SP of Fe-V films covered with 2 ML of
MgO. The results for , , and are
shown in Fig. 6. Below 3.5 eV from , the polarization falls
down to nearly zero because nonpolarized states from the va-
lence band of MgO are probed in addition to Fe-V ones. For
all the investigated samples, SP maxima are observed at 2.5 and
0.7 eV below . They originate from maxima in the majority
spins DOS. No significant singularity due to vanadium addi-
tion appears in this range of concentrations. This means that the
characteristic features of the Fe DOS are almost conserved in
Fe-V alloys. SR-XPS measurements on Fe/MgO(001) carried
out in similar experimental conditions were reported in [22].
Following this study, the features at 2.5 and 0.7 eV can be re-
spectively assigned to and direct transi-
tions. A third peak in the SP is observed at 0.15 eV below . At
the moment, interpreting this feature in terms of interband tran-
sitions would need further theoretical investigation of the band
structure. The maximum SP is measured at around 0.7 eV for all
samples. It reaches 44% for the Fe/MgO interface, in fair agree-
ment with previous measurements. This value drops to 34% and

Fig. 7. TMR of various Fe-V/MgO (2.5 nm)/Fe-V(001) MTJs versus applied
magnetic field (RT, applied voltage: 10 mV). The TMR is defined as 
�
���
� ��� , where � is the resistance in the parallel alignment of magnetiza-
tions. MgO grown on Fe-V provides larger TMR than MgO grown on Fe.

22% for the and interfaces,
respectively. Importantly, the SP at continuously decreases
as well when increasing the V content.

In partial summary, growing MgO on Fe-V(001) instead of
Fe(001) allows to reduce the misfit dislocations density. These
dislocations appear during the plastic relaxation of MgO, which
is strained on Fe. Improving the MgO growth leads to a final
stacking closer to the ideal structure expected to provide a huge
TMR. However, SR-XPS measurements show that the SP of
states with symmetry drops continuously when increasing
the vanadium concentration. Since tunneling in epitaxial MgO-
based MTJs is governed by the states, this should in principle
be detrimental for the TMR.

C. TMR of Epitaxial MTJs With Fe-V Electrodes

The magneto-transport experiments were performed on MTJ
stacks with MgO barrier thickness of 2.5 nm. This corresponds
to the asymptotic regime where the dominant propagating wave
functions have a wave vector normal to the interfaces. In this
regime, tunneling is dominated by electronic states with
symmetry, i.e. those with the smaller attenuation rate within the
MgO. The TMR of several MTJs versus the applied magnetic
field is shown in Fig. 7. Measurements are carried out at RT,
with an applied bias of 10 mV. The quantity is de-
fined as , where is the resistance of the
MTJ when the magnetization of electrodes are in parallel align-
ment. The high TMR plateaus in curves correspond to
the antiparallel configuration of magnetization (high resistance
state).

The TMR in Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs reaches the state-of-the-art
value of 180%. In contrast, a TMR of 100% is measured in

MTJs. Such a difference was expected,
having in view the lower SP of bands at in .
Note that the MgO barrier in both MTJs are identical since both
were grown on a bottom Fe(001) electrode.

The TMR in reaches 200%, which is
twice the TMR in . This means that the
growth sequence actually has strong consequences on tunneling.
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Furthermore, the TMR is even larger than in Fe/MgO/Fe. There-
fore, it is clear that the better crystalline quality of the barrier
grown on is highly beneficial to the TMR, de-
spite a low SP in .

According to this result, it is clear that an optimum TMR
in Fe-V/MgO/Fe MTJs should be obtained for a precise vana-
dium concentration by finding the best compromise between the
structural coherency and the loss of magnetic performances. We
actually observed that the TMR reaches a maximum value of
240% for a 10% V concentration.

Reducing the misfit between the MgO barrier and the sup-
porting electrode obviously leads to a lower density of misfit
dislocations. Dislocations disturb the structural coherency at in-
terfaces and certainly introduce additional conduction channels
detrimental for the TMR. In addition, the plastic relaxation is
known to favor the apparition of roughness. Consequently, re-
ducing the misfit is a way to improve the interfaces on both sides
of the barrier. Last, we must mention that oxygen vacancies
were evidenced in both textured MgO grown on GaAs/Fe(001)
[13] and epitaxial MgO grown on GaAs(001) [14]. Although not
yet evidenced in MgO grown on MgO/Fe(001), their presence
is highly suspected. Their detrimental effect on the TMR has
been proven by theoretical studies [15]. These vacancy defects
were ascribed to compressive strain from the MgO/Fe lattice
mismatch, accommodated as the MgO grows [13]. Therefore, a
reduction of these defects may also contribute to the large TMR
in MTJs.

IV. CONCLUSION

We reported here a thorough study of MgO-based epitaxial
MTJs with Fe-V electrodes. The structure, the magnetism, and
the magneto-transport properties of the multilayer stacking
were investigated. XRD confirms that the lattice parameter of
BCC Fe-V alloys is larger than the one of Fe, and the misfit
with MgO is therefore lower. We showed by RHEED that the
critical thickness for plastic relaxation of MgO increases from
5–6 ML when grown on Fe(001), and to 8–9 ML when grown
on . HR-TEM images confirm that the density
of misfit dislocations is much lower at the Fe-V/MgO interface
than at the MgO/Fe one. Growing MgO on Fe-V alloys is
therefore a way to improve the crystalline quality of the barrier.
However, regarding their magnetic properties, Fe-V alloys are,
in principle, less interesting than Fe for obtaining a large TMR
in MgO-based MTJs. In agreement with the literature, their
magnetic moment drops linearly when increasing the vanadium
content. High-resolution SR-XPS measurements of MgO cov-
ered Fe-V films allowed us to investigate the SP of bands with
mainly symmetry, crucial in tunneling. The SP is found to
continuously decrease upon vanadium addition, in particular
near . When used as a top electrode, lowers the
TMR of MTJs because of its lower SP compared to Fe. How-
ever, when used as a bottom electrode in
MTJs, TMR larger than in Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs was reached.
Consequently, improving the barrier quality by reducing the

misfit with the supporting electrode induces strong beneficial
effects on the TMR. We ascribe this to a better symmetry
filtering of the barrier. In principle, an optimum TMR in
Fe-V/MgO/Fe MTJs should be obtained for a precise vanadium
concentration by finding the best compromise between the
structural coherency and the lost of magnetic performances.

Our study implies that a material/stacking presenting a high
SP and a small misfit with MgO should provide record TMR
values.
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